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"Deraa camp and Sad Road neighborhood bombarded with a number of mortar shells"

•

Clashes between ISIS and “Tahrir Al-Sham” continue in Yarmouk camp

•

The Action Group: the number of Palestinian victims during the Syrian war has
exceeded 3660

•

Invitation to the Palestinians in Syria to document their suffering because of the
Syrian war, through the “This is My Story” project

•

Charitable Association for Palestinian Relief distributes its aid in Al-Aedin camp in
Homs

•

Latest Developments:
Deraa camp for Palestinian refugees and the adjacent Sad Road
neighborhood, in south Syria, were bombarded with a number of
mortar shells, leading to material damage.
Meanwhile, Deraa camp is suffering from extremely harsh living
and health crises, especially with the ongoing electricity and water
cuts from the camp, as well as the severe lack of medical materials
inside the camp and the halt of the majority of medical services.

In the meantime, Yarmouk camp for Palestinian refugees in
Damascus, has witnessed continued fighting between ISIS and
‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham’ in the western Yarmouk region, through
which ISIS is attempting to expand its areas of control, at the
expense of ‘Tahrir Al-Sham.’
This comes in conjunction with ISIS’s strengthening of its areas of
control, buy building fortifications near to the meeting points with
the armed Syrian opposition factions, on the outskirts of the town of
Yelda, which is neighboring to the camp.

ISIS had attacked ‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham’s’ sites in Yarmouk camp
a few days ago, and imposed its control on the areas which belonged
to ‘Tahrir Al-Sham.’
Meanwhile, AGPS’s documented statistics indicate that the
number of Palestinian refugees who have died because of the Syrian
war have reached 3666 victims, since 2012.
According to the statistics, the reasons for death were as follows:
1153 refugees died due to the exchanged bombardments between the
Syrian regime and the armed Syrian opposition groups, while the
fighting between the regime and the opposition led to the death of
979 victims. 477 male and female refugees died due to torture in the
Syrian regime’s prisons, while being investigated.
309 died due to sniper shots, while the siege imposed on the
Palestinian camps by the Syrian regime and a number of the
Palestinian factions affiliated to it, lost 201 Palestinian their lives, as
a result of malnutrition and the lack of medical services, due to the
siege.
The remaining victims died from different reasons, including
explosions, summary executions and drowning while trying to
immigrate to Europe.
AGPS records all deaths among the Palestinian refugees in Syria, no
matter their political views or the party responsible for their death.
In another context, to document your suffering and make it
available for the public, the Action Group invites you to the initiative
by registering your story within the “This is My Story” project, which

was launched by AGPS to document the suffering of the Palestinian
refugees during the Syrian war.
You may document your story through the following link:
https://goo.gl/v5ixiL

Local Work Committees
The Charitable Association for Palestinian Relief in Syria distributed
winter clothing to 150 families of orphans or special needs children,
in Al-Aedin camp in Homs.
The residents of Al-Aedin camp are suffering from harsh
humanitarian and economic conditions, due to the widespread of
unemployment, the high prices and the lack of a source of income,
amid the ongoing war in Syria.

Palestinians of Syria: February 23, 2018 Statistics:
• The total number of victims documented by the Action Group
is 3660, including 465 women
• 1666 Palestinians are locked up behind Syrian government’s
bars, 105 of which are women

• Yarmouk refugee camp is under the Syrian regime army and
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine’s siege for 1,681
days in a row
• 205 refugees, mainly in Yarmouk Camp, have died due to lack
of medical care and malnutrition
• Water supplies have been cut off Deraa Camp for 1417 days,
and 1257 days in Yarmouk Camp
• The Regime army has been in control of Handarat camp for
more than 513 days. More than 80% of its buildings have been
completely or partially destroyed.
• Approximately 85 thousand Palestinian-Syrian refugees fled
to Europe by the end of 2016
• 31 thousand refugees are located in Lebanon
• 17 thousand refugees are sheltered in Jordan
• 6 thousand refugees are in Egypt
• 8 thousand refugees are staying in Turkey
• One thousand refugees are present in Gaza

